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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (hereinafter, “DCEO”) seeks 

approval of its third three-year energy efficiency plan (Plan 3).  Based on the evidence presented 

by the Natural Resources Defense Council’s (hereinafter “NRDC”) Witness Chris Neme, as well 

as AG Witness Phil Mosenthal, NRDC urges the Commission to reject the plan and require 

DCEO to file a new plan that addresses the serious concerns raised by these parties.  

NRDC’s foremost concern is that DCEO’s targeted energy savings is substantially lower 

than what should be achievable with its proposed Plan 3 budgets.  DCEO has proposed energy 

savings targets that are lower per dollar spent than the measured savings DCEO achieved during 

its prior plan, despite spending significantly more money in this planning cycle. Specifically, we 

recommend that the average annual savings targets be raised by 41.4 million kWh and 3.76 

million therms, reflecting the proportional performance of the same programs in previous 

program years based on the available budget. 

DCEO proposes a new pilot combined heat and power (hereinafter “CHP”) program.  

NRDC would happily support a well-designed CHP program to drive investment in truly 

efficient CHP systems for public sector facilities.  However, DCEO’s proposal is problematic in 

 
 



 
 

that it would allow ratepayer funds to subsidize CHP projects that would not necessarily produce 

net savings.  NRDC provides concrete recommendations to improve the CHP program to ensure 

that Illinois creates a truly energy-saving and successful CHP program.  

NRDC seeks Commission clarification of DCEO’s authority and obligation to verify 

savings from DCEO’s large customer gas self-direct program.  Through expert testimony and 

responses to data requests, it is clear that DCEO believes it is currently prohibited from 

conducting a meaningful verification of self-reported energy savings and seeks Commission 

guidance and structure before taking action to verify self-reported savings.  The magnitude of 

self-reported savings that is going unchecked, the fact that the reports DCEO receives from these 

large gas customers vary widely in terms of quality and metrics, and the fact that none of these 

reports have been verified is alarming and must be rectified.      

DCEO also proposes to do away with the current net-to-gross approach to evaluate 

energy savings and instead recommends an adjusted gross approach.  NRDC strongly 

recommends a net savings approach, and that a statewide NTG framework be applied to DCEO 

as well as the utilities.   

In summary, NRDC urges the Commission to reject DCEO’s program plan as filed.  

NRDC asks the Commission to direct DCEO to increase its energy savings goals to reflect what 

was actually saved per dollar spent in previous program years, to make changes to its CHP 

program to ensure that Illinois has a CHP program that encourages efficient CHP projects, to 

provide guidance to DCEO as to how to verify savings from large customer gas self-direct 

programs, and to maintain the current net-to-gross approach in evaluating energy savings.    
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2. Procedural History 

On August 30, 2013, DCEO filed its third three-year energy efficiency plan pursuant to 

the statutory requirements under sections 8-103 and 8-104 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (220 

ILS 5/8-103 and 8-104). DCEO, Commission Staff, and Intervenors, including NRDC, 

Environmental Law and Policy Center (ELPC), Illinois Attorney General (AG), Citizens Utility 

Board (CUB), Midwest Cogeneration Association, and Request Equitable Allocation of Costs 

Together (REACT) filed direct testimony on October 23, 2013 and several parties filed rebuttal 

testimony on October 31, 2013.  DCEO waived cross-examination of NRDC witness Chris 

Neme, and NRDC likewise waived cross-examination of DCEO’s witnesses.   

     

3. DCEO’s Overall Savings Goals Should Be Increased to Reflect Actual Savings 

Achieved In Prior Years. 

a. Statutory Language 

Under Section 8-103 of the Public Utilities Act, the statewide annual electric savings 

goals are 1.8 percent in the first year of this plan and 2.0 percent for the remaining two years; the 

statewide annual gas savings goals are 0.8 percent in the first year and 1.0 percent and 1.2 

percent in the second and third years respectively.1  According to the statute, DCEO is 

responsible for 25 percent of the energy efficiency budget, with a minimum of 10 percent of the 

entire portfolio of cost-effective energy efficiency measures being procured from “units of local 

government, municipal corporations, school districts, and community college districts” and the 

other portion going to programs for low-income customers.2  DCEO is responsible for 

administering these programs, and the portfolio of programs administered by the utility (either 

1 Sec. 8-103(b) and 8-104(c). 
2 Sec. 8-103(e)-(f).   
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ComEd or Ameren) along with DCEO must, in combination, be designed to achieve the annual 

savings goals unless limited by the cost cap (which is currently limiting the programs of both 

utilities and DCEO).3         

 

b. DCEO’s Plan 3 (Year 7-9) Expected Savings Should Be Increased  

DCEO has proposed average annual savings targets of 138 million kWhs and 4.7 million 

therms.  (DCEO EEP Plan at 3)  These targets are too low and would result in an unjustified 

increase in the cost of achieving energy savings (or alternatively, an alarming decrease in the 

amount of savings being achieved per dollar spent). Evidence presented by NRDC Witness Chris 

Neme, who has extensive experience in designing, evaluating and administering energy 

efficiency programs, demonstrates that DCEO has underestimated the level of savings it could 

achieve within the available budget.  On the electric side, “[a]t the highest level, in its proposed 

plan DCEO is proposing to acquire 4% fewer MWh per year than it acquired in EPY4, while 

spending approximately 27% more money per year.  Put another way, DCEO is proposing to 

spend 30% more per MWh saved than it spent in PY4.”4  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 8, emphasis 

added)  On the gas side, the situation is even worse.  Mr. Neme explains in his testimony, “[i]n 

its proposed plan for GPY4-6, DCEO is proposing to spend an average of 132% per therm more 

than in GPY1 (i.e. more than double the spending) to acquire just 13% more savings per year. 

3 Sec. 8-103(c)-(e).  
4 This is based on Witness Neme’s calculation, as verified by DCEO Witness Agnes Mrozowski, that DCEO forecasts 
an average expenditure of $395 per first year megawatt-hour in this plan, when in contrast in Year 4, the verified 
net electric savings cost $305 per first year mega-watt hour.  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 8, note 2; NRDC D.R. 3.01)     
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Put another way, it is proposing to spend a little more than twice as much per unit of savings 

than it spent in GPY1.”5  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 11, emphasis added) 

To better understand this portfolio-wide reality, Mr. Neme compared DCEO’s proposed 

cost of achieving savings for individual programs in Plan 3 to the actual cost of achieved savings 

from the same programs – as estimated by DCEO’s own independent evaluator – in electric 

program year 4 (EPY 4) and gas program year 1 (GPY 1).  That program-level comparison was 

possible for programs accounting for about two-thirds of DCEO’s proposed electric savings and 

nearly half of its proposed gas savings.  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 8, 12)  The results of this 

comparison and analysis are presented in Mr. Neme’s Tables 3 and 5, reproduced below.  

(NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 9, 13)     

 

Witness Neme Table 3:  Comparison of EPY4 and EPY7-9 $/MWh Saved 

 

  

5 This is based on Witness Neme’s calculation, as verified by DCEO Witness Agnes Mrozowski, that DCEO forecasts 
an average expenditure of $4.51 per first year therm in this plan, when in contrast in Year 1, the verified net gas 
savings cost $2.20 per first year therm.  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 11, note 5; NRDC D.R. 3.01)     

Program
 EPY7-9 
MWh EPY4  PY7-9 avg 

 % chg vs. 
EPY4 

Affordable Housing Construction 6,270          $989 $1,694 71%
Building Operator Certification 4,500          $131 $120 -8%
Lights for Learning 900              $780 $1,333 71%
Low Income Residential Retrofit 18,100        $749 $883 18%
Public Housing Authority Efficient Living 14,190        $832 $600 -28%
Public Sector Boiler Tune-Up -              
Public Sector Custom 49,560        $162 $228 40%
Public Sector Standard 158,690     $221 $258 17%
Public Sector New Construction 13,980        $132 $155 17%
Totals 266,190     20%

$/MWh
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Witness Neme Table 5:  Comparison of GPY1 and GPY4-6 $/Therm Saved 

 

Table 3 shows that six out of eight electric programs (including the three largest) that are 

the same from Program Year 4 will cost significantly more in this proposed plan.  In a separate 

but related analysis, Mr. Neme also shows that if DCEO merely used the actual, most recent 

evaluation-based assumptions about NTG and realization rates, its electric goals would be 

comparable to what was achieved in Program Year 4.  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 11)  

On the gas side, Table 5 shows that six out of seven gas programs that are the same from 

Program Year 1 will cost significantly more in this proposed plan, with four public sector 

programs anticipated to be three times as expensive as in Program Year 1.  Mr. Neme estimates 

that if DCEO acquired savings in this plan at approximately the same costs per therm that it 

acquired them in Program Year 1 – just for the programs for which such comparisons to past 

experience are possible – DCEO would acquire an additional 11.6 million therms over the three-

year period, which is equivalent to an 80 percent increase in DCEO’s savings forecast across its 

gas portfolio (leaving the forecast from other programs unchanged).  (NRDC Ex. 1.0R at 13)   

DCEO provides inadequate justification for these large decreases in the amount of 

savings it can get achieve per dollar spent.  Therefore, NRDC recommends a 30 percent 

GPY1  GPY4-6 avg 
 % chg vs. 

GPY1 
Affordable Housing Construction 0.45            $15.35 $9.73 -37%
Building Operator Certification -              $38.59
Lights for Learning -              
Low Income Residential Retrofit 0.87            $5.30 $7.21 36%
Public Housing Authority Efficient Living 0.30            $9.25 $11.60 25%
Public Sector Boiler Tune-Up 1.47            $0.28 $1.02 263%
Public Sector Custom 1.06            $1.18 $3.91 232%
Public Sector Standard 1.69            $2.19 $7.85 258%
Public Sector New Construction 0.33            $0.84 $2.55 203%
Totals 6.17            188%

Program

$/therm GPY4-6 
Therms 

(millions) 
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increase in DCEO’s savings forecast across its electric portfolio and an 80 percent increase 

across the gas portfolio.    

NRDC notes with bewilderment that Staff Witness Jennifer Hinman draws the opposite 

conclusion from the same historical performance data analyzed by Mr. Neme.  (Staff Ex. 1.0 at 

12)  Ms. Hinman recommends lowering the goals, based on a rationale that in past years DCEO 

has fallen short of its targets.  (Staff Ex. 1.0 at 12)  This is a poor argument.  Ms. Hinman is 

essentially saying that because DCEO performed worse than planned in the past, it should plan to 

perform even worse – indeed, substantially worse – in the future.  All we are asking is that the 

goals for Plan 3 be based on actual Plan 2 performance.  The Attorney General Witness, Phil 

Mosenthal, is similarly perplexed by Ms. Hinman’s remarks.  In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. 

Mosenthal states: 

 

I am confused by Ms. Hinman’s argument.  In Staff Exhibit 1.1 Ms. Hinman 

provides a table comparing the planned and actual net cost per unit savings from 

Plan 2 with DCEO’s proposed Plan 3 costs per unit of savings.  While this table 

differs slightly from Mr. Neme’s Table 3 and Table 5, which compare these same 

figures for electricity and gas respectively, for the most part the figures appear to 

be consistent.  In virtually all cases, as is made clear by Mr. Neme’s testimony 

and also shown in Ms. Hinman’s Staff Exhibit 1.1, DCEO is projecting 

significantly more costs per unit of savings in Plan 3 than it actually spent in Plan 

2.  (AG Exhibit 2.0 at 6, emphasis added) 
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Equally bewildering is the response of DCEO Witness Agnes Mrozowski, who “sees 

merit” in Ms. Hinman’s recommendation despite confirming the accuracy of Mr. Neme’s 

calculations of the cost per unit of savings.  (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 9-10; NRDC DR 3.01)  

Ms. Mrozowski does not elaborate further on the merit she sees in Ms. Hinman’s 

recommendation.  NRDC’s Witness Mr. Neme and the AG’s Witness Mr. Mosenthal, 

however, are in agreement that DCEO’s savings goals should be increased based upon 

DCEO’s prior performance.  Mr. Mosenthal states, “I therefore agree with Mr. Neme that 

DCEO’s proposed goals appear to be lower than they could be and lower than DCEO has 

proven achievable among its public sector customers in electric PY4/gas PY1.  I therefore 

encourage the Commission to direct DCEO to revise its filing with higher goals 

commensurate with past performance, as appropriate.”  (AG Exhibit 2.0 at 6)     

 

c. DCEO Fails to Provide Reasonable Explanations for Most of the Energy 

Savings Reductions Identified by NRDC’s Expert. 

In rebuttal testimony, DCEO’s Witness Agnes Mrozowski outlines four potential factors 

in defense of lower program targets: (1) changing federal lighting standards, (2) uncertainty 

about new technology, (3) greater inclusion of long-lived measures, and (4) a desire to be 

conservative regarding future commitments.  (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 10-11)  These factors do not 

adequately address the DCEO’s low savings targets.   

With regard to changing standards, Ms. Mrozowski mentions in her rebuttal testimony an 

EISA manufacturing standard for lighting, and declares that this standard will effectively reduce 

savings by about 30 percent in the public sector. (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 10)  Based upon Ms. 

Mrozowski’s response to an NRDC Data Request, the standard is a federal standard for linear 
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fluorescent fixtures whereby DCEO would not be able to claim savings using T12s as a baseline 

after January 1, 2016, which is more than halfway through Program Year 8.  (NRDC DR 2.02)  

Ms. Mrozowski states that claiming savings based on a T12 baseline was responsible for 

significant savings in both the Public Sector Standard and Custom Programs.  (NRDC DR 2.02)  

However, DCEO’s forecast costs per MWh saved in Program Year 7 ($405/MWh) – when the 

lighting standard should have no effect – is actually the worst of the three year plan.  (DCEO 

EEP Plan at 6)  The costs per MWh saved in Program Year 9 ($382/MWh) – the only year fully 

affected by the lighting standard – is actually the best of the three year plan (although still much 

higher than PY4).  (DCEO EEP Plan at 6)  Clearly, the lighting standard is not a reasonable 

explanation for the drastic increase in the cost of acquiring MWhs in the Public Sector Standard 

and Custom Programs, nor does it explain the reductions in the Affordable Housing 

Construction, Lights for Learning, Low Income Residential Retrofit, and Public Sector New 

Construction Programs.  Further, what is abundantly clear, as Ms. Mrozowski states in her 

response to an NRDC Data Request, is that “[n]o gas standard change assumptions were 

applied.”  (NRDC DR 2.03)  This means that changing standards fails to address the incredible 

deficit found in DCEO’s gas targets.   

The second justification Ms. Mrozowski provides is uncertainty about promising new 

lighting technologies, which means DCEO does not want to count on them to offset whatever 

impacts are felt by the 2016 elimination of the inefficient T12 lighting baseline.  However, 

NRDC’s proposed increase to DCEO’s savings goals does not rely on the ability to acquire 

savings from new emerging lighting technology because our proposed increase is based on 

actual achievement from past years when the technologies now emerging were not readily 

available or affordable.  The likelihood that new LED products (which have been dropping 
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quickly in price) could offer significant opportunities for additional savings at reasonable cost, 

just means that NRDC’s comparison to PY4 actuals is conservative. 

The third justification Ms. Mrozowski offers is that “the portfolio of programs for Plan 3 

is significantly different from the previous two Plans, introducing long-lived measures that 

provide greater lifetime savings to respond to the needs of the more mature market of energy-

efficiency in Illinois.”  (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 10-11)  NRDC commends DCEO for including long-

lived measures in its plan as this is a smart approach, but its inclusion does not explain DCEO’s 

failure to achieve savings on par with verified achieved savings in the past.  In response to an 

NRDC Data Request, Ms. Mrozowski provides a table of the seven measures that are long-lived 

along with their measure life, reproduced below.  (NRDC DR 2.04)   

Measure  Life (Yrs) 

CHP 20 

CANDI Codes 20 

HINGE – Custom Gas 20 

WWT- turbo blower 20 

WWT- Advanced Aeration 

Controls 

20 

WWT- DO optimization 20 

WWT- Diffuser upgrade w/ DO 

controlled blower 

20 

 

Six of these measures are part of what DCEO calls in its plan its Public Sector “Targeted Large 

Projects” program.  (DCEO EEP Plan at 19)  The seventh – CANDI Codes – appears to be a 
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Market Transformation program.  (DCEO EEP Plan at 23)  Neither of those two programs had 

savings in the first year of the last plan.  Therefore, neither was included in Witness Neme’s 

program-level comparisons of Plan 2 and Plan 3 costs of acquiring savings. (See Tables 3 and 5)  

Put another way, the addition of these measures does nothing to explain why the cost of savings 

in DCEO’s proposed plan is so much higher than what DCEO actually achieved in recent years 

in its Low Income programs or in every Public Sector program for which previous years’ data 

are available.    

 The last reason Ms. Mrozowski provides is the least compelling – “for the purposes of 

planning, DCEO believes it is important to be conservative in its assumptions.  DCEO made the 

mistake of being too optimistic in its assumptions in the past, particularly in its first three-year 

plan, leading to establishing goals that were not achievable.  DCEO does not intend to repeat that 

mistake.”  (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 11)  Basically, DCEO is so worried that it will over-promise and/or 

under-perform, that it instead has made underperformance the very objective of its plan.  NRDC 

has no interest unattainable savings goals, but having goals so severely low as is the case here 

encourages complacency, less innovation, less effective management, lower achievement and, 

therefore, lower economic benefits to ratepayers.  What NRDC proposes is merely for DCEO to 

continue to provide the same level of verified electric and gas savings as they have in prior years.  

Nothing DCEO has stated explains why NRDC’s recommendation is unrealistic or unattainable.  

In summary, based on DCEO’s verified savings in prior years, its average annual electric 

savings goal should be increased by 30 percent and its gas goal should be increased by 80 

percent.  NRDC urges the Commission to reject DCEO’s plan and require DCEO to submit a 

new plan that provides savings targets that reflect what was actually achieved in prior years.     
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4. Illinois Has the Opportunity to Create a Combined Heat and Power Program that 

saves electricity and natural gas cost-effect, But DCEO’s Program, As It Stands, 

Falls Short.  

DCEO is offering for the first time, a Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Program.  

(DCEO EEP Plan at 16)  The target market is public sector buildings and facilities such as water 

and wastewater treatment facilities, schools, colleges, universities, health care, office buildings 

and campus complexes.  (DCEO Ex. 2.7 at 1)  The program encourages investment in 

Conventional or Topping Cycle CHP systems as well as Waste Heat-to-Power or Bottoming 

cycle CHP systems.  (DCEO Ex. 2.7 at 1)  As NRDC Witness Dylan Sullivan explains, “[a] 

topping-cycle CHP system consists of a prime mover and generator . . . that consumes a fuel in 

order to produce electricity, and a heat recovery system that uses the leftover heat from 

electricity generation to generate useful thermal energy” while “[a] bottoming-cycle CHP system 

. . . consists of a energy recovery system that uses the exhaust or wasted energy of an industrial 

process to produce electricity.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 3-4).       

With well-designed incentives and strong terms and conditions, NRDC believes DCEO’s 

CHP Program could provide substantial benefits.  But DCEO’s CHP Program – as described in 

Plan 36 – would allow DCEO to take credit for energy savings that do not actually occur, 

encourage project developers to over-size CHP systems (thus reducing efficiency), and would 

allow CHP systems to provide electrical and thermal energy to inefficient devices and processes.  

NRDC’s priority here is to ensure good quality CHP Program development that creates actual 

efficiency improvement.  Other states, such as California, have had unsuccessful experiences 

6 DCEO Witness John Cuttica has promised to partially address some concerns in the RFP, but NRDC believes it is 
important for the Commission to set out strong standards for the kinds of CHP projects that could quality for EEPS 
funding. (DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 4) 
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implementing CHP programs because ill-designed incentives led to “CHP systems [that] were 

not well-sited or well-designed to meet the facility’s therms needs” and failed to “drive proper 

maintenance and operation of the CHP system.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5) Illinois can learn from 

these pitfalls and craft an incentive structure that would ensure efficient CHP projects.  In this 

section NRDC outlines how to create good CHP projects, the deficiencies in DCEO’s proposed 

Program, and how to correct those deficiencies to create a good quality CHP Program for 

Illinois.  NRDC urges the Commission to ensure that ratepayer funded CHP Program will 

incentivize only projects that advance the statutory goals pursuant to which these programs have 

been created.   

a. Designing a Combined Heat and Power Program that Encourages Efficiency 

As Mr. Sullivan states in his direct testimony, “CHP systems can save energy and 

produce environmental benefits, but in order to get these benefits, the CHP program must 

encourage the energy efficient design and operation of systems.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5)  Mr. 

Sullivan outlines three factors for the Commission’s consideration when evaluating a CHP 

Program: (1) the structure of the CHP incentives, (2) the efficiency of the end-uses for the 

thermal energy or electricity produced, and (3) the need for topping-cycle CHP systems to 

achieve high efficiencies.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 6)   

In terms of the incentive structure, Mr. Sullivan cautions that incentives should not be 

tied to generator capacity as that could incentivize developers to “over-size systems and locate 

them at facilities without stable thermal needs.”  Basically, tying the incentive to generator 

capacity means that the biggest system possible is encouraged, regardless of whether the facility 

actually needs that much energy.  Because the incentive is not tied to the efficiency of the overall 

system, facilities that do not necessarily need the thermal energy could theoretically have a 
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topping-cycle system built.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5)  Further, a “performance-related” incentive that 

only provides money to the developer for the electrical output of the CHP system and not the 

used and useful thermal output of the system, provides further encouragement to the project 

developer and host site to operate the system as an electrical generator, potentially “dumping” 

the thermal energy produced by the system. 

Second, Mr. Sullivan cautions that while the electrical or thermal energy may be 

generated efficiently in a CHP system, it may ultimately serve inefficient end uses unless 

efficiency requirements are built into the Program design.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5-6)  For example, 

it makes no sense for a CHP system to create electrical energy to power outdated T12 lighting.  

That does not create an overall efficient project.  As Mr. Sullivan states, “DCEO’s first priority 

should be end-use efficiency.  Well-designed and operated CHP systems make sense only in 

addition to this work to improve end-use efficiency.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 6)     

Lastly, Mr. Sullivan notes the need for topping-cycle CHP systems to achieve high 

efficiencies.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 6)  Mr. Sullivan provides that, “overall system efficiency of CHP 

systems where most of the thermal energy is used generally falls between 55% and 90%.”  

(NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5)   A CHP Program should only provide incentives for efficient CHP 

systems, and Mr. Sullivan recommends a 75 percent energy efficiency standard as that is above 

the minimum levels of CHP projects and thus promotes efficient CHP projects.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 

at 9) One reason for this is that “[a]s the electrical grid and boilers become more efficient, the 

benefits of topping-cycle CHP systems diminish.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 6)  In some cases, CHP 

installations have increased emissions relative to the grid and a gas boiler.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 6)  
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In sum, a good CHP program would incentivize projects that are properly sized, that 

supply a constant thermal need, that are at facilities with already-efficient end-uses, and that have 

high efficiency levels.     

b. DCEO’s Proposed Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Program Does Not 

Appropriately Encourage the Design and Installation of Efficient CHP 

Systems. 

As discussed above in the best practices, the design, terms, and conditions of DCEO’s 

program are critical to have a CHP program that actually saves energy.  NRDC’s witness Mr. 

Sullivan highlights several specific issues with DCEO’s CHP Program, summarized below: 

• DCEO proposes a rather low minimum efficiency threshold for projects – 60 percent.  

• DCEO includes no requirement that public facilities first improve end-use efficiency and 

then serve those end uses with efficient CHP systems. 

• DCEO’s incentive ignores the factor that will determine whether the system actually 

saves energy and reduces emissions: whether the host site uses the thermal energy 

produced by the system.  (Instead, the proposed incentives are based on the electrical 

capacity of the system and the electrical output of the system.  DCEO’s incentive formula 

will encourage project developers to over-size the CHP system’s electrical generator in 

the design and commissioning phase, and then operate the CHP system as an electrical 

generator in the production phase of the project. )  

• DCEO’s proposed method for calculating energy savings would allow it to claim energy 

savings even if the “useful” thermal energy produced by the CHP system is not actually 

used. 

(NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 7-8) 
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c. NRDC’s Specific Recommendations Would Improve the Proposed CHP 

Program and Lead to the Development of a Well-Designed and Energy-

Saving Program. 

NRDC urges the Commission to adopt Mr. Sullivan’s four concrete recommended 

changes summarized below: 

• First, DCEO should prioritize applications based on estimated overall system efficiency, 

taking into account the portion of the useful thermal output of the CHP system that will 

actually be used (not just the amount produced)  

• Second, DCEO should prioritize applications from public facilities based on end-use 

efficiency, and Mr. Sullivan suggest using previous participation in DCEO energy 

efficiency programs to improve the end-use efficiency of their facilities as evidence of 

efficiency 

• Third, for topping-cycle CHP systems, DCEO should only be allowed to claim savings 

credit for the portion of the useful thermal output of the CHP system that is actually used. 

DCEO should modify the Step 1 formula used to calculate energy savings, changing the 

“F Thermal CHP” term so it reads: 

“F thermal is the fuel in BTUs that would have been used on-site by a boiler to 

provide the actual thermal output used by the public facility provided by the CHP 

system. If the efficiency of the replaced boiler is unknown, assume 80%.” 

• Fourth, for topping-cycle CHP systems, DCEO should modify the production incentive 

so that a project developer gets an incentive based on the fuel savings associated with the 

CHP system, as calculated with the modified formula above, instead of by solely the 

electrical output of the system. This means the production incentive will be calculated on 
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a per-BTU basis instead of a per-kWh basis. Mr. Sullivan recommends that DCEO set 

this incentive so that the approximate $750/kW total incentive is reached when a CHP 

system is operating at 75 percent system efficiency (measured on a Lower Heating Value 

basis), assuming that 80 percent of the thermal energy produced by the system is used. 

(NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 8-9) 

There seems to be agreement among the witnesses on some of these recommendations, 

while other recommendations are more contentious.  In particular, throughout DCEO witness 

John Cuttica’s rebuttal testimony, there are assurances all these concerns outlined by NRDC will 

be addressed in the Program Implementation Guidelines.  “Once the program is approved by the 

ICC,” Mr. Cuttica states, “DCEO will develop much more detailed Program Implementation 

Guidelines as it does for all of its approved programs.  The guidelines will include the actual 

solicitation document (RFP) . . . .”  (DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 4)  Basically, Mr. Cuttica is saying that 

DCEO will defer critical program design elements to the RFP process, rather than in this filing.  

However, these design elements should be essential to the approval of the Program under this 

statute.  NRDC urges the Commission to provide clear guidance on the CHP Program’s design 

and not leave these key issues to a yet-to-be determined RFP process.  NRDC re-emphasizes that 

while there is great potential to create good quality, energy-saving CHP projects, there is also 

potential to create bad CHP projects that do not actually save energy.  NRDC’s priority is to 

advance good quality CHP Program design that creates projects with actual efficiency 

improvement, and the recommendations outlined above and below assure this.    

i. Recommendation 1 - Prioritizing applications based on estimated 

overall system efficiency, taking into account the portion of the useful 

thermal output of the CHP system that will actually be used 
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The CHP Program Template is silent on how the Program will prioritize applications.  

(DCEO Ex. 2.7)  NRDC strongly recommends that applications for DCEO’s limited resources 

should be prioritized based on estimated overall system efficiency, taking into account the 

portion of the useful thermal output of the CHP system that will actually be used.  This assures 

that the best CHP projects are funded first, maximizing DCEO’s limited budget should demand 

exceed the allocated budget.  

Mr. Cuttica disagrees.  (DCEO 2.0 at 4)  Mr. Cuttica states, “DCEO intends to utilize cost 

effectiveness (rather than overall system efficiency) as one of the evaluation criteria in the 

proposed competitive solicitation.”  (DCEO 2.0 at 4) As noted above, this is one instance in 

which Mr. Cuttica proposes to defer a critical Program design issue to a yet-to-be-determined 

RFP process.  NRDC urges the Commission to provide clear guidance this issue and direct 

DCEO to prioritize the projects with the highest estimated overall system efficiency to ensure 

DCEO’s limited budget is spent as effectively as possible.   

ii. Recommendation 2 - Prioritizing applications based on end-use 

efficiency 

Applications should be prioritized based on end-use efficiency of the facility.  As 

mentioned above, electrical or thermal energy may be generated efficiently in a CHP system but 

may ultimately serve inefficient end uses unless efficiency requirements are built into the 

Program design.  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5-6)  For example, it makes no sense for a CHP system to 

create electrical energy to power outdated T12 lighting.  The Attorney General’s witness Mr. 

Mosenthal agrees.  In his direct testimony he states that it is important for customers have the 

opportunity to “first ensure they have adopted efficiency measures and then properly size the 
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CHP system to be optimized to the lower facility electric and thermal loads.” (AG Ex. 1.0 at 13, 

emphasis added)   

DCEO’s witness Mr. Cuttica, however, disagrees.  He states, “I believe it to be a false 

assumption that the only energy efficient facilities in Illinois are those that have participated in 

the DCEO programs or that facilities that have participated in the DCEO programs, have reach a 

maximum level of energy efficiency.”  (DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 5)  Mr. Cuttica misses the point.  The 

assumption is not that only those facilities that have participated in DCEO programs are 

efficient, but that participation in DCEO programs can be used as evidence of efficiency.  While 

Mr. Sullivan recommends using participation in DCEO energy efficiency programs as a priori 

evidence of efficiency, other ways might also be reasonable.  For instance, a facility could 

demonstrate high end-use efficiency by having conducted an energy audit within the last five 

years and having implemented all “low-hanging fruit” efficiency improvements with a payback 

period of one year or less as outlined in that energy audit.  

Mr. Cuttica goes on to say: 

I understand these concerns and believe the best way to accommodate those 

concerns is to include in the competitive solicitation (RFP) an evaluation criterion 

that requires an applicant to address what they have done within their facility to 

address energy efficiency.  Allocating a percentage of the proposal’s score 

(possibly 10% to 20%) to such a criterion will provide an advantage to applicants 

who can show a previous commitment to upgrading their facility with other 

energy efficient measures.      

(DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 6)   
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NRDC urges the Commission to not defer determinations on these critical issues but 

rather provide clear guidance on the Program design.  This should include a requirement that 

applications from public facilities demonstrate high end-use efficiency, either having participated 

in DCEO energy efficiency programs in the past or by having demonstrated high end-use 

efficiency by conducting an energy audit and completing the implementation of all efficiency 

improvements with a payback of one year or less. 

iii. Recommendation 3 - For topping-cycle CHP systems, DCEO should 

only be allowed to claim savings credit for the portion of the useful 

thermal output of the CHP system that is actually used. 

It appears there is agreement on Mr. Sullivan’s third recommendation.  DCEO’s Mr. 

Cuttica agrees with NRDC “that the system efficiency calculation must take into account the 

portion of the available thermal output of the CHP system that will actually be used in the 

application (not just the amount produced by the CHP system).”  (DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 5)  Mr. 

Cuttica goes on to elaborate that “the DCEO proposal presently does that” and provides a clearer 

definition of “F Thermal CHP” that is nearly identical to the one proposed by Mr. Sullivan:  “F 

Thermal CHP is the fuel that would have been used on-site by a boiler to provide the actual 

thermal output of the CHP system used by the site. If the efficiency of the replaced boiler is 

unknown, assume 80%.”  (DCEO Ex. 2.0 at 6, emphasis added to show change)  NRDC is 

comfortable with this change of language and supports the Commission adopting it.   
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iv. Recommendation 4 - For topping-cycle CHP systems, DCEO should 

modify the production incentive so that a project developer gets an 

incentive based on the fuel savings associated with the CHP system 

NRDC’s fourth recommendation focuses on the incentive for topping-cycle CHP.  We 

recommend DCEO modify the production incentive so that a project developer gets an incentive 

based on the fuel savings associated with the CHP system, instead of by solely the electrical 

output of the system. This means the production incentive should be calculated on a per-BTU 

basis instead of a per-kWh basis.  We recommend the Commission instruct DCEO to modify the 

incentive formula to give host sites credit for used thermal energy as well as electricity output.  

CHP is supposed to encourage electricity and therm savings, but the savings formula as of now 

only focuses on one fuel – electricity.  Mr. Sullivan recommends that DCEO set this incentive so 

that the approximate $750/kW total incentive is reached when a CHP system is operating at 75 

percent system efficiency (measured on a Lower Heating Value basis), assuming that 80 percent 

of the thermal energy produced by the system is used. (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 8-9). Alternative, the 

Commission could also instruct DCEO to modify the performance-based incentive so that it 

splits the production portion into therm and kWh components.   

As mentioned above, NRDC recommends increasing the minimum system efficiency 

threshold for a qualifying topping-cycle CHP system from 60 percent to 75 percent on an annual 

basis.  (DCEO Ex. 2.7 at 1)  As Mr. Sullivan states, in his testimony, overall system efficiency of 

CHP systems “generally falls between 55% and 90%.”  (NRDC Ex. 2.0 at 5)  Even the witness 

for Midwest Cogeneration Association, Daniel Natura, notes that CHP system efficiency ranges 

from 60% to “over 80%.” (Natura direct testimony at 3)   
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Mr. Cuttica and Mr. Natura oppose NRDC’s recommendation to increase the minimum 

threshold from 60 percent to 75 percent.  Mr. Natura states, “NRDC’s proposed standard of 75% 

is not achievable for many CHP projects.”  (Natura rebuttal at 3)  But Illinois’ CHP Program 

should not encourage just any CHP project; it should encourage high efficiency CHP projects.  

Mr. Natura also states, “DCEO’s proposed 60% standard reflects the efficiency level required 

under federal tax credit program as well as under various other states’ CHP program.”  (Natura 

rebuttal at 3)  Mr. Cuttica echoes Mr. Natura that “[t]hese minimum requirements are those 

utilized by the federal government in qualifying CHP systems under the federal investment tax 

credit law.”  (DCEO 2.0 at 8)  That what are listed in DCEO’s proposed CHP Program, with a 

planned operating budget of over $13 million, are the “minimum requirements” used by the 

federal government showcases the core issue here – DCEO’s CHP Program is not incentivizing 

high efficiency CHP projects but rather the bare minimum of what qualifies as a CHP project.  

(DCEO Ex. 2.7)  Why Illinois should adopt for its CHP efficiency standard a minimum 

efficiency threshold for a piece of tax law is unclear and unreasonable.  The purpose of Illinois’ 

energy efficiency standard is to save energy. Just as “standard efficiency” lighting systems do 

not count toward the energy efficiency standard, DCEO should only provide incentives for high 

efficiency CHP systems.  Illinois is in the unique and exciting position of having the opportunity 

to create a high-quality CHP Program.  NRDC urges the Commission to adopt our 

recommendations outlined above to improve the CHP Program.    

5. DCEO Should Be Directed To Verify Large Gas Customer Self-Direct Savings. 

DCEO’s large gas customer self-direct program reports a large amount of annual natural 

gas savings for which there is no evaluation or verification.  There are 37 self-directing 

customers to date, and the total energy load exempted from the Natural Gas Efficiency Portfolio 
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is 914 million therms – almost 12 percent of annual natural gas usage.  (DCEO EEP Plan at 7)  

During the first year of the program, self-direct customers estimated that the energy efficiency 

projects implemented during the first year of the program would save about 5 million therms 

annually, which is equivalent to DCEO’s entire proposed natural gas efficiency portfolio.  

However, no one, including DCEO, has verified any aspect of the veracity of that number.  

(DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 32)  As DCEO’s Ms. Mrzowski states, “beyond reviewing the (self-direct 

participant’s) annual report, there is no further confirmation of installation” of the energy 

efficiency measures.  (NRDC DR 1.18)  

DCEO believes that due to the vagueness in the legislation creating the Natural Gas Self 

Direct Program, “DCEO has no enforcement mechanisms and no administrative support to 

ensure that energy efficiency projects are verified and executed in a manner consistent with the 

EEPS statutory requirement.”  (DCEO EEP Plan at 7)  DCEO opines further that the legislation 

“prohibits the level of verification that is pursued for EEPS programs” without further direction 

from the Commission.  However, “DCEO believes the ICC can put into place additional SDC 

program structure” including guidance on verification. (NRDC DR 1.05)  As described below, 

the statute provides DCEO with the authority to verify the energy savings claimed by the self-

directing customers. We urge the Commission to make clear to DCEO that it has the authority to 

verify energy savings in the Natural Gas Self-Direct Program.       

a. Statutory Language on the Natural Gas Self-Direct Program Provides DCEO 

with the Authority to Audit Self-Directing Customers. 

Section 8-104(m) of the Public Utilities Act outlines the creation and implementation of a 

Self-Direct Program for large gas customers.  Customers wishing to become a “self-directing 

customer” submit an application to DCEO that includes, among other things, a certification that 
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it qualifies as a self-directing customer; a certification that the customer has established “an 

energy efficiency reserve account and that the customer will accrue funds in said account to be 

held for the purpose of funding, in whole or in part, energy efficiency measures of the customer's 

choosing”; “certification that annual funding levels for the energy efficiency reserve account will 

be equal to 2% of the customer's cost of natural gas”; “certification that the required reserve 

account balance will be capped at 3 years' worth of accruals”; and a certification that the 

customer will report to DCEO on a number of matters.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(1).   The matters 

the self-direct customers report to DCEO on include among other things: all deposits and 

reductions to the reserve account and the basis for such reduced deposits; a description of energy 

efficiency measures undertaken by the customer and paid for in whole or in part with funds from 

the reserve account; and an estimate of the energy saved, or to be saved, by the measure. 220 

ILCS 5/8-104(m)(1)(E).   

DCEO’s role in the self-direct process is two-fold.  First, the statute instructs DCEO to 

review the application to determine that it contains the required information. 220 ILCS 5/8-

104(m)(2).  Second, “The Department shall have the right to audit the information provided in 

the customer’s application and annual reports to ensure continued compliance with the 

requirements of this subsection. Based on the audit, if the Department determines the customer is 

no longer in compliance with the requirements of items (A) through (I) of item (1) of this 

subsection (m), as applicable, the Department shall notify the customer in writing of the 

noncompliance.” 220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(3).   
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b. DCEO’s Auditing Authority is Sufficient Statutory Authority to Verify 

Energy Savings, which Can Be Conducted Using EEPS Dollars 

The law explicitly gives DCEO the right to audit the participants’ annual reports to 

ensure compliance with the law.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(3).  The annual reports include 

information like a description of energy efficiency measures undertaken by the customer and 

paid for in whole or in part with funds from the reserve account, as well as an estimate of the 

energy saved, or to be saved, by the measure.  220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(1)(E).    

Unfortunately, DCEO has not yet exercised its right to audit self-direct customers.  

(NRDC DR 1.16)  This is all the more alarming when considering Ms. Mrozowski’s description 

of the quality of the reports DCEO receives: “The savings estimates varied in the level of detail.  

Some reports were just a page or two that included a brief description of the project and 

information on cost and savings, and other reports included detailed energy appraisals or detailed 

scope of works.”  (NRDC DR 1.18, emphasis added)  The reports sent to DCEO should be 

standardized, detailed, and of high quality.           

DCEO has the authority to establish more robust verification procedures than it currently 

has.  As Mr. Neme states, “DCEO clearly has authority to  

1. assess whether the measures claimed to have been installed were, in fact, installed; 

2. assess whether the measures can reasonably be expected to save energy . . . this should 

include an assessment of what the baseline conditions for installed efficiency measures 

was; and 

3. assess whether the funds withdrawn from the reserve account are appropriate for the 

measures installed.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 18-19) 
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ELPC’s witness, Geoffrey Crandall, and the AG’s witness, Phil Mosenthal, agree with Mr. 

Neme.  Mr. Crandall recommends that the Commission request that DCEO, the SAG, and the 

utilities work together to develop specific guidelines including savings verification within six 

months of the Order in this proceeding.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0 at 8)  Mr. Mosenthal states, “The 

legislation clearly permits DCEO to ‘audit’ the self-direct customer applications.  Therefore, I 

believe DCEO can do more to scrutinize the spending and savings in this program and ensure 

these funds are being spent wisely.”  (AG Ex. 2.0 at 13)  REACT’s witness, Bradley Fults, 

misconstrues Mr. Neme’s accurate reading of the statute and states, “it appears the Commission 

lacks the authority to immediately initiate the type of investigation that NRDC witness Mr. 

Neme recommends.”  (REACT Ex. 2.0 at 7)  Mr. Neme’s and NRDC’s principal 

recommendation is that DCEO conduct a sufficiently robust verification of savings claimed by 

self-direct customers, consistent with statutory requirements and authority.  While Mr. Neme 

also suggests in his testimony that the Commission initiate an evaluation of the program, he did 

not suggest it occur before October 1, 2014, which the statute specifies is the earliest possible 

date for such an evaluation to begin. 220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(4).   

 An unresolved matter the Commission should address is how to pay for DCEO to verify 

the energy savings reported by self-direct customers.  DCEO’s Ms. Mrozowski notes that “the 

legislation did not provide guidelines for project documentation or funding for DCEO to conduct 

site visits to verify completed projects and reported energy savings.  DCEO is willing to use 

EEPS dollars for these activities if the Commission authorizes such use of EEPS dollars with an 

associated energy savings related to the expenditure of the DCEO funds.” (DCEO Ex. 1.0 at 5-6)  

NRDC strongly supports the use of 1-2 percent of DCEO’s gas budget to be used for verification 

activities associated with the self-direct customer program.        
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Relatedly, REACT and others have raised the issue of creating a large customer electric 

self-direct pilot program in this case and other cases before the Commission.  NRDC would urge 

the Commission to direct interested parties to work together to propose a statewide pilot electric 

self-direct program over the coming months.   

6.  The Current Illinois System of Using a Net-to-Gross Approach Should Remain in 

Place.   

 In this Plan, DCEO proposes an “adjusted gross” approach to evaluating savings rather 

than the net-to-gross approach parties have worked collaboratively to design through the 

Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG) process.  As Mr. Neme summarizes, DCEO is concerned 

that “net-to-gross adjustment factors can inexplicably vary from year to year, their development 

is complex, and they are biased downward because they more tend to address free ridership more 

fully than spillover.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 21)  These are legitimate concerns that can and should 

be addressed through the SAG process but do not justify switching approaches, especially when 

the adjusted gross approach has severe issues as well.  As Mr. Neme states, “despite all of the 

challenges associated with estimating net-to-gross adjustments, the cost of not doing so is too 

great.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 22)  

a. The Net-to-Gross Approach Captures Freeridership and Spillover  

As Mr. Neme states, “Net-to-gross (NTG) adjustments to savings are necessary to 

understand the true impacts of ratepayer funding of efficiency programs.  Program administrators 

almost always pursue the easiest and cheapest savings.  That is particularly true if there are either 

rewards for achieving and/or penalties for not achieving numerical goals.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 22)  

If the Commission gets rid of NTG, it is opening the floodgates for energy efficiency program 

developers to “chase” free riders because these customers would be the easiest to capture savings 
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from since they were going to implement the energy efficiency measure anyway.  It would be 

impossible to remove NTG and expect utilities and DCEO to minimize free riders.  Similarly, as 

Mr. Neme states, “there will be no incentive for them to design programs that generate 

substantial spillover if they cannot claim credit for it.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 22)   

While DCEO proposes to address free ridership under the adjusted gross system by 

having evaluators assess markets and make recommendations for program design (such as by 

suggesting when certain measures should no longer be promoted), this is an unsatisfactory 

proposal when the rules of the evaluation process encourage the opposite result. DCEO would 

have a strong incentive to push back against any recommendations, the “market” is actually quite 

complex so that it is not always appropriate to make “yes/no” decisions on what measures to 

promote, and a significant portion of utility and DECO savings come from custom projects rather 

than from prescriptive measures the evaluators might be able to recommend against pursuing.  

(NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 23)  Further, Mr. Neme explains, “nothing in DCEO’s proposed approach 

would provide any credit for spillover effects and potentially related long-term market 

transformation benefits.”  (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 24)  Staff’s witness Mr. Brightwell, ELPC’s witness 

Mr. Crandall and the AG’s witness Mr. Mosenthal express the same concerns about DCEO’s 

proposed approach. (Staff Ex. 4.0 at 3-4; ELPC Ex. 1.0 at 10-11; AG Ex. 1.0 at 19-23) 

The only party that agrees with DCEO is CUB.  CUB’s witness, Rebecca Devens, 

supports DCEO’s use of an adjusted gross approach.  (CUB Ex. 1.0 at 8-11)  For the low-income 

programs, Ms. Devens states, “[s]ince the savings resulting from low-income programs could not 

occur without the participant directly receiving an incentive from the program, there is no need 

to evaluate spillover or free ridership for those programs.”  (CUB Ex. 1.0 at 8)  For the public 

sector programs, Ms. Devens states that the NTG approach “is not appropriate when the DCEO 
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programs are factored into a public entity’s decision to make an investment from the start.”  

(CUB Ex. 1.0 at 9)  Mr. Mosenthal explains succinctly why Ms. Devens’ reasoning is incorrect: 

Ms. Devens is ignoring the distinction between program design and 

implementation on the one hand and measurement and evaluation of savings on 

the other. . . I am not aware of any program that routinely denies customers 

participation in programs they are otherwise eligible for purely because they 

might be freeriders.  I agree with Ms. Devens that this would be inappropriate.  

That being said, simply allowing freeriders to participate in a program is entirely 

different from counting savings that are not truly a result of the program.  This 

does not absolve the Commission and program administrators from ensuring that 

best estimates of the ultimate impact of programs are made and used for purposes 

of determining savings performance. (AG Ex. 2.0 at 4-5, emphasis in original) 

b. DCEO Expresses Legitimate Concern about the Variability in NTG 

Estimates that Can Be Addressed.  

One of the concerns DCEO expresses is that “[t]he calculated Net-to-Gross values for the 

Illinois EEPS programs managed by the utilities and DCEO have varied considerably for similar 

or identical programs and from year-to-year, generally without any clear explanation.  This 

seems to indicate inconsistency in the methods used by various evaluators or variability inherent 

in the methods used.”  (DCEO EEP Plan at 27)  The witnesses in this case have put forth several 

recommendations to help address this concern, which we list below for the Commission’s 

consideration.  It is clear that the parties are engaged and interested in addressing DCEO’s 

concern within the NTG framework: 
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• “[T]here might be value to having all the different evaluators in the state work together to 

reach consensus on the best approaches to assessing NTG in particular markets.” – Mr. 

Neme (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 24)  Ms. Hinman agrees with this suggestion.  (Staff Ex. 3.0 at 

6) 

•  “[T]o the extent that variability persists, it may be appropriate to examine the evaluation 

results from multiple years and multiple sources – potentially even including out-of-state 

studies – to develop deemed NTG assumptions for certain markets.  One variation on this 

approach is the use of Delphi panels, in which a range of different market experts 

(including those outside of the efficiency field, such as retailers or other industry experts) 

are provided the results of a number of different studies, educated on the key elements of 

the local market and the programs targeting the market, and asked to give their 

assessment of a reasonable assumption regarding NTG (rather than adhering to the 

specific numerical result from one study, using one particular estimation methodology, 

for one year in one service territory).”  Mr. Neme (NRDC Ex. 1.0 at 24)  Ms. Hinman 

concurs with this suggestion.  (Staff Ex. 3.0 at 8)   

• “[A] Commission directive is warranted to have the Evaluators collaborate to reach 

consensus on the best approaches to assessing NTG in particular markets for both 

residential and non-residential EE programs.” – Ms. Hinman (Staff Ex. 3.0 at 7) 

 

c. The Statewide NTG Framework Should Apply to DCEO as well as 

Utilities 

NRDC has been actively involved in the SAG discussions regarding NTG frameworks.  

Any change to the current framework should (1) remain focused on net rather than gross savings; 
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and (2) be applied in a consistent manner across all program administrators in the state (i.e. 

DCEO and the utilities), meaning that prospective application of NTG values should be applied 

to determine the energy savings of DCEO’s programs just as they are used for utilities’ 

programs.    

   

7.  DCEO’s Current Approach to Low-Income Programs is Appropriate. 

In the direct testimony of Staff witness David Brightwell, there is a robust discussion of 

the cost-effectiveness of DCEO’s low-income programs.  At this time, NRDC does not take a 

position on most of Mr. Brightwell’s comments to raise the cost-effectiveness of low-income 

programs.  (Staff 2.0 at 14-20) However, there was a section we do take issue with.  Mr. 

Brightwell surmises: 

DCEO’s approach seems to be that because low income measures are not subject 

to passing the TRC Test, it is acceptable and sound policy to add cost-ineffective 

measures even if the measures would not pass the screen for non-low income 

households.  This is more extreme than I suspect is the intent of the statutes.  It 

certainly is not in the best interest of ratepayers to add measures that wouldn’t be 

added in other households.  (Staff 2.0 at 16)  

Mr. Brightwell is mistaken.  The statutes do not require low-income programs to pass the 

TRC because the TRC simply does not capture all of the benefits these programs provide for 

low-income customers.  As DCEO witness David Baker explains, “the TRC methodology cannot 

possibly capture some of the very important benefits of DCEO’s low income programs. . . . the 

typical household only pays 4-6 percent of its income for home energy, while many low income 

households are generally paying 20-30 percent or more of their income.”  (DCEO Ex. 3.0 at 9-
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10)  Many of the documented benefits in low-income homes are non-energy benefits not 

captured in the TRC: ability to pay rent, reduced arrearages, increased health, improved comfort, 

and less stress.  This is exactly why it is sound policy to have what the TRC would calculate as 

“cost-ineffective measures” for low-income households even if the measure would not pass the 

screen for non-low income households. And until these non-energy benefits are fully captured in 

the TRC, the TRC should not be used as a guide for what is included in the low-income 

programs.  

 

8. Conclusion  

NRDC respectfully requests the Commission: 

1. Reject DCEO’s 3-year plan due to unacceptably low savings targets compared to what 

DCEO actually achieved in prior years per dollar spent. 

2. Require DCEO to file a new plan with savings targets at least on par with what was actually 

achieved in prior years.  This would translate to increasing its electric goals by 30 percent 

and their gas goals by 80 percent. 

3. Provide clear guidance to DCEO in this filing directing DCEO to update its CHP Program in 

a matter consistent with the following recommendations: 

a. Prioritize applications based on estimated overall system efficiency and increase 

the system efficiency standard to 75 percent.    

b. Prioritize applications from public facilities based on end-use efficiency 

c. For topping-cycle CHP systems, only claim savings credit for the portion of the 

useful thermal output of the CHP system that is actually used.  

d. For topping-cycle CHP systems, modify the production incentive so that a project 

developer gets an incentive based on the fuel savings associated with the CHP 
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system, instead of by solely the electrical output of the system.  

4. Provide clear guidance to DCEO that it has the authority to verify the energy savings 

reported by self-direct gas customers and can use EEPS funds for verification activities 

5. Reject DCEO’s request to use an adjusted gross approach and retrospective application of 

NTG values 

 

 

Dated:  December 5, 2013    

     Respectfully submitted, 
     Natural Resources Defense Council 
 
     /s/_Stephen J. Moore______________ 
     By: Stephen J. Moore 
 

Stephen J. Moore 
Rowland & Moore LLP 
200 West Superior Street 
Suite 400 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
(312) 803-1000 (voice) 
(312) 803-0953 (fax) 
steve@telecomreg.com 
      
ATTORNEY FOR Natural Resources Defense Council 
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     /s/_Stephen J. Moore______________ 
     Stephen J. Moore 
     Rowland & Moore LLP 
     200 West Superior Street 
     Suite 400 
     Chicago, Illinois 60654 
     (312) 803-1000 
     steve@telecomreg.com 
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